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The #1 mobile assistant of each advanced pointer. Created for easy reading and cross-stitch pattern marking, to speed up the needle's work process. Cross Stitch Saga v2.7.7.2 [Patched] APK Free Download Last version for Android. Download full apk from Cross Stitch Saga v2.7.7.2 [Patched]. Overview and features of Cross Stitch Saga v2.7.7.2 [Patched]Before downloading Cross Stitch Saga v2.7.2 [Patched] APK, you can read a brief preview and list of features below. View of #1: The mobile
assistant of each advanced cross point. Created for easy reading and cross-stitch pattern marking, to speed up the needle's work process. The app produces an interactive cross stitch pattern from source files of pattern-making programs: 'Cross Stitch Professional Platinum' (XSP) - Pattern Maker v.4 (XSD) - PC Stitch v.6-10 (PAT) Designers Cross point professionals distribute protected pattern files: - Exported from the Cross Stitch Saga (SAGA) mobile app Note: the app does not open templates from
pdf or raster/vector formats (jpeg, png, etc.). Features and benefits: The application opens an interactive model with different configurations of point types (cross, half-cross, quarter cross, small, oblong, backstitch, long dot, French knot, decorative dots) and beads. The application is suitable for various cross-stitching methods, such as the parking method, cross country method, complex models with backstitch, etc. The app keeps a detailed calendar of cross-stitching statistics on your brands in the model.
The app supports the installation of additional user fonts. The application works in both landscape and portrait orientation provided the automatic rotation is activated on the camera. Add cross-stitch patterns from authorized file formats to the app from email, website or via dropbox cloud service - Use the built-in calculator to estimate materials (tissue, floss and beads) - Mark what is already sewn (coloring or erasing) in a convenient way - Instantly navigate through the model, Quality-free scale - Control
the visibility of dots on a pattern: highlight, isolate the necessary elements of the pattern, turn off the layers according to their types - Instantly get all the information on each pattern element (type, color, number of threads, mixed floss content) - Personalize the appearance of the model define any color of the symbols, embankments, grids, background, diagonal and zigzag guides , borders and background of the isolated cross stitch area, etc. - Set marks for flossing parked on the model Cross-stitch
competitions and marathons - Save the progress of model marks on the Dropbox for retention or subsequent synchronization to other devices An interactive cross-stitch pattern is a model you control! What's new: More accurate backstitch tagging This app has no ads Cross Stitch Saga Description Description App Cross Stitch Saga is available on APK4K Application Store ❤️. Cross Stitch Saga - is an application that has more than 10,000 installations with an average score of 4.9. To install Cross Stitch
Saga (3.9.2.1), you must have a minimum of 74M of space and 4.0.3 Android version. App Cross Stitch Saga was created by Cross Stitch Saga Mobile Developer in the Lifestyle category. Reviewing the content of the Application Cross Stitch Saga - Everyone you should know that if the Android app is going to be used by children. Beware, this software might have ads and paid content, but we assure you that Cross Stitch Saga today.ipublish.crossstitchsaga.apk is 100% safe and AdFree. If you want to
download Cross Stitch Saga for your Android device, you need to make instructions easy. You have to go to the Settings menu and allow, installing .apk files from unknown resources. After that, you can calmly download all .apk files from APK4K, and install it with confidence on your AndroidOS device. Download another versions of Cross Stitch Saga Similar Apps People's Choice The mobile assistant for advanced cross pointers. Created to make it easier to read and mark cross-stitch patterns, to speed
up the  work process. Cross Stitch Saga is a ✂️  embroidery tool to work with the interactive cross stitch pattern. The application produces an interactive cross-stitch model from source files of pattern-making programs: 'Pattern Maker v.4 (XSD) ' XSPro Platinum (XSP) - PC Stitch v.6-10 (PAT)  <5>Cross-stitchpattern designers and embroidery kit stores distribute a secure interactive style format (SAGA) Note: the application does not topen patterns from PDF documents or raster/vector file formats
(JPEG, PNG, AI, etc.). The application opens an interactive patch with different configurations of the types of dots (cross, half-cross, quarter cross, small, oblong, backstitch, long dot, French knot, decorative dots) and beads. The application is suitable for various cross-stitching methods, such as parkingmethod, cross country method, for complex models with backstitch, etc The application keeps a detailed calendar of cross-stitching statistics on your markups in the model. �
�The app supports the installation of additional user fonts. The app works in both landscape and portrait orientation, so that automatic rotation is activated on the device. ✔️Dcross-stitch models of file formats allowed to apply from email, website or via cloud service ✔️Use the built-incomputer to estimate materials (tissue, floss and beads) ✔️Markce that is already sewn (coloring or erasing) in a convenient way✔️Instantly navigate through the model, scale without quality ✔️Se the
visibility of the dots on a pattern: highlight, isolate the necessary elements of the pattern, turn off the layers according to their types ✔️Inding get all the information on each model element (type, color, number of stripes, mixed silk content) ✔️Customize the appearance of thepattern - define any color of symbols, symbols, fillings, grids, backgrounds, diagonal and zigzag guides, borders and background of the isolated cross-stitch area, etc. ✔️Dicting of the marks for parked flosson model ✔️Participate in cross
point competitions andmarathons ✔️With the progression of model marks on the forsafekeeping cloud or subsequent synchronization to other devices Aninteractive cross point pattern is a model that you control! Video tutorials: Blackmart Blackmart It's not going to be enough. SuperSU SuperSU Pro - root-root. GO Keyboard GO - - GO Keyboard GO, 'GO', '' Adobe Flash Player - Adobe Flash Player - Adobe Flash Player Go Launcher Ex Go Launcher Ex. Хорошая замена стандартному интерфейсу.
Новый Человек-паук 2 Легендарный супергерой продолжает спасать Нью-Йорк в игре Новый Человек-паук 2. Gangstar Vegas Пошувствуйте себя в шкуре главного героя - бойша, который долшен вернуть большой долг крупному машиози, в игре Gangstar Vegas. Гадкий Я Гадкий Я - веселый раннер про миньона Грю по мотивам одноименного мультфильма. Hungry Shark Evolution - Hungry Shark Evolution, Hungry Shark Evolution Сколько стоит Ваше Андроид-устройство?
FOLLOW US The mobile assistant for advanced pointers. Created for easy reading and cross-stitch pattern marking, to speed up the needle's work process. Cross Stitch Saga is a ✂️ embroidery tool to work with the interactive cross stitch pattern. The app produces an interactive cross-stitch pattern from source files of pattern-making programs: Pattern Maker v. 4 Free Trial77.59 MB Continue to app The Mobile Assistant of Advanced Cross Points. Created to facilitate the reading and marking of cross-
stitch patterns, to speed up the process of needle work . Cross Stitch Saga is a ✂️  embroidery tool to work with the interactive cross stitch pattern. The app produces an interactive cross-stitch pattern from source files of pattern-making programs: Pattern Maker v.4 (XSD) - XSPro Platinum (XSP) - PC Stitch v.6-10 (PAT)  Pattern Cleaners and Embroidery Kit Stores distribute a secure interactive pattern format (SAGA) Note: the app does not open patterns from PDF documents or raster/vector file
formats (JPEG, PNG, AI, etc.). The application opens an interactive pattern with different configurations of dot types (cross, half-cross, quarter cross, small, oblong, backstitch, long dot, French knot, decorative dots) and Beads. The application is suitable for various cross-stitching methods, such as the parking method, cross country method, for complex models with backstitch, etc. The application retains a calendar of cross-stitching statistics on your markups in the model. The app supports
the installation of additional user fonts. The app works in both landscape and portrait orientation provided the automatic rotation is activated on the device. ✔️Add cross-stitch patterns of allowed file formats to the application from e-mail, website or via cloud service ✔️Use the built-in calculator to estimate materials (fabric, floss and beads) ✔️Marquez what is already sewn (coloring or erasing) in a practical way ✔️Re navigating the pattern, scale without loss of quality ✔️Controlles the visibility of the dots on
a pattern: isolating the necessary elements of the pattern, turning off the layers according to their types ✔️While get all the information on each model element (type, color, number of threads, Mixed floss content) ✔️Customize the appearance of the pattern - define any color of the symbols, embankments, grids, background, diagonal and zigzag guides, borders and background of the isolated cross point area , etc. ✔️Set marks for parked floss on the model ✔️Participate in cross point competitions and
marathons ✔️Adth the progression of model marks on the Cloud for safety or subsequent synchronization to other devices An interactive cross-stitch pattern is a model you control! Here you can find the changelog of Cross Stitch Saga since it was posted on our website on 2016-12-29. The latest version is 3.9.2.1 and it was updated soft112.com 2021-01-19. See below the changes in each version: Improved efficiency and optimization Optimization in the drop-down list of the model legend (key): for an
instant jump of color with a fewer points to the next color by the quantity - click on the rocket icon. Extended features of pattern transformation: mirror added flipping; Fixed reflected reading and rotating XSD decorative dots; Optimizing the group marking of dots/beads/ parking marks! Dialogue Bug Fixes on Older Androids - Extended Pattern Transformation Features: Mirror Flipping Added; Fixed reflected reading and rotating XSD decorative dots; Optimization of group marking of dots / beads / parking
Bug-fixed marks: Half-point drawing on some older devices Application optimization, energy efficiency. Optimizing the rule display, added the ability to set a different color from the background for the rules (the color settings window is called by pressing the rule icon at length) Improved the model's response when moving with two fingers, etc. Library update. Calculator: - Personalizing the order of thread numbers to be displayed in the pattern key (by flossing organizer) - Displaying the amount of floss and
beads subtracting cross-stitching progression by the mark Rule settings: - Selecting the display of the lateral rules: high-low-right-right-left (or all disabled) in the center of the cross-stitch pattern - Removing parking marks by a group Additional verification of the accuracy of the pattern files when they are loaded into the application. Added the ability to sort colors in the drop-down list of the pattern legend - by the amount of dots (from less than higher, and vice versa) on their typical layer. If the restriction
zone is activated, the colors belonging to this area can be pinned  at the top of the layer in the list of pattern captions. When the restriction zone is activated, the colors are sorted by the amount of points in the area. Added information about the app-connected cloud storage account (Dropbox, Yandex.Disk) and the ability to disconnect it from Cross Stitch Saga. . Bug-fix reading quarter points from PAT files. PCStitch Symbols 3 font update . It is now possible to change the thread quantity strands: fall list
of the legend of the pattern - the wheel icon - the Index tab. When thread strands are changed, thread estimates in the app's calculator are updated automatically. . Fixed strands of threads loading information from XSD files for decorative points. . It is now possible to erase the list of trademarks registered on cloud storage in the CrossStitchSaga_progress folder from inside the Saga app. Optimizing the importation of 3/4 stitches from pat files (PC Stitch 6-10). Optimizing the 3/4 point appearance from xsd
files when the Triangle for a quarter point setting is enabled in PatternMaker (when loading the xsd file into Cross Stitch Saga). Dropbox Library Bug-fixed update! Additional adjustment of the grid thickness of the isolated cells of the Bug-fixed model In the drop-down list of pattern colors, you can view the original floss numbers of the palette or index numbers of the application calculator. An additional Yandex.Disk cloud storage service is connected to download and record models and progress. It is
estimated that the size of the grid is in the size of the design of the pattern. Bug. Pearls making Bug-fixed optimization Optimizing the app's graphics Correction of the restriction zone when the model is turned To change the application language, just go to the Cross Stitch Saga settings and make a choice: Russian or English. Bug-fix backstitches count in sprints You can now start several sprints at once. Fixing App Stabilization Important Update! Stabilization of statistics In the fall list the legend of the
pattern added a point counter for each color per type. The Daily progress from cross-stitching marking in the model is complemented by custom sprints. Optimizing the marking, display and accounting of decorative stitches. The size of the finished embroidery is calculated in the points of the pattern, not on the grid size of the pattern. After the pattern is opened, the percentage of its marking progress is displayed on the main screen inside the heart Improved multi-insulation of dots by color. Faster loading of
large multi-coloured patterns. Optimized sidebar interface. Crosspoint models oppening speed-up - Additional support for PAT files from PC Stitch versions of application 6 - 10, detailed instruction in the appcatio settings
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